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Summary: 
This is a multi-instrument investigation using both ground and space based systems to investigate the characteristics and
dynamics of the ionospheric source plasmas in ion outflow/acceleration regions at the base cusp field lines and in the polar cap.
An accurate specification of source plasma characteristics is need to model and understand the injection of ionospheric ions into
the magnetosphere during storms. In particular, we will examine the conditions under which lower-latitude enhanced-density
ionospheric plasma is supplied to the ion outflow and acceleration regions, and the conditions under which this material is drawn
into the polar cap, forming a polar tongue of ionization (TOI). We will employ a wide range of available ground based [incoherent
and coherent scatter radar, Global Positioning System (GPS) receivers] and DMSP in-situ satellite diagnostics. The results of
our studies will significantly advance knowledge of the temporal evolution and ultimate impact of stormtime ionospheric
restructuring on the source regions providing outflow of heavy ionospheric ions to the magnetosphere.

We will combine GPS TEC global maps with SuperDARN convection velocity determinations to investigate the role of electric
field variability in structuring the cold source plasmas as it enters the cusp and polar cap. Incoherent scatter radar observations
will provide vertical profiles of the redistributed ionospheric material in the mid-latitude source region, the cusp, and polar tongue
of ionization. This will provide an accurate specification of the source plasmas feeding the ion-outflow mechanisms and will
contribute to Team efforts attempting to model these processes.

Questions to be addressed include:

1. Under what solar wind and ionospheric/magnetospheric conditions does the SED plasma enter into the polar circulation
pattern, and under what conditions does it not?

2. Is an active subauroral SAPS electric field required to efficiently provide SED material as a source for TOIs, and if so is there
an identifiable threshold for this mechanism?

3. During events where a TOI forms, what is the spatial and temporal variation of the low altitude SED sunward plasma flux?
How does this compare with the ionospheric material which continues onward into the polar cap general circulation as TOI?

4. How does the low altitude density distribution, plasma temperature, and plasma composition of ionospheric source material
change as this material moves from the mid-latitude SED plume sunward into the cusp region and subsequently into a polar
TOI?

5. Are there cusp velocity / electric field structures and/or fluctuations at ionospheric heights which are identifiable as causing
plasma structuring? Do these structures enhance flux outflows?
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